In this paper we present VERTa, a linguistically-motivated metric that combines linguistic features at different levels. We provide the linguistic motivation on which the metric is based, as well as describe the different modules in VERTa and how they are combined. Finally, we describe the two versions of VERTa, VERTa-EQ and VERTa-W, sent to WMT14 and report results obtained in the experiments conducted with the WMT12 and WMT13 data into English.
Introduction
In the Machine Translation (MT) process, the evaluation of MT systems plays a key role both in their development and improvement. From the MT metrics that have been developed during the last decades, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002 ) is one of the most well-known and widely used, since it is fast and easy to use. Nonetheless, researchers such as (Callison-Burch et al., 2006) and (Lavie and Dekowski, 2009 ) have claimed its weaknesses regarding translation quality and its tendency to favour statistically-based MT systems. As a consequence, other more complex metrics that use linguistic information have been developed. Some use linguistic information at lexical level, such as METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) ; others rely on syntactic information, either using constituent (Liu and Hildea, 2005) or dependency analysis (Owczarzack et al., 2007a and 2007b; He et al., 2010) ; others use more complex information such as semantic roles Márquez, 2007 and 2008a; Lo et al., 2012) . All these metrics focus on partial aspects of language; however, other researchers have tried to combine information at different linguistic levels in order to follow a more holistic approach. Some of these metrics follow a machine-learning approach (Leusch and Ney, 2009; Albrecht and Hwa, 2007a and 2007b) , others combine a wide variety of metrics in a simple and straightforward way (Giménez, 2008b; Giménez and Márquez, 2010; Specia and Gimé-nez, 2010) . However, very little research has been performed on the impact of the linguistic features used and how to combine this information from a linguistic point of view. Hence, our proposal is a linguistically-based metric, VERTa (Comelles et al., 2012) , which uses a wide variety of linguistic features at different levels, and aims at combining them in order to provide a wider and more accurate coverage than those metrics working at a specific linguistic level. In this paper we provide a description of the linguistic information used in VERTa, the different modules that form VERTa and how they are combined according to the language evaluated and the type of evaluation performed. Moreover, the two versions of VERTa participating in WMT14, VERTa-EQ and VERTa-W are described. Finally, for the sake of comparison, we use the data available in WMT12 and WMT13 to compare both versions to the metrics participating in those shared tasks.
Linguistic Motivation
Before developing VERTa, we analysed those linguistic phenomena that an MT metric should cover. From this analysis, we decided to organise the information into the following groups:
Lexical information. The use of lexical semantics plays a key role when comparing a hypothesis and reference segment, since it allows for identifying relations of synonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy. Morphological information. This type of information is crucial when dealing with languages with a rich inflectional morphology, such as Spanish, French or Cata-lan because it helps in covering phenomena related to tense, mood, gender, number, aspect or case. In addition, morphology in combination with syntax (morphosyntax) is also important to identify agreement (i.e. subject-verb agreement). This type of information should be taken into account when evaluating the fluency of a segment. Syntactic information. This type of information covers syntactic structure, syntactic relations and word order. Semantic information. Named Entities (NEs), sentence polarity and time expressions are included here. All this information described above should be taken into account when developing a metric that aims at covering linguistic phenomena at different levels and evaluate both adequacy and fluency.
Metric Description
In order to cover the above linguistic features, VERTa is organised into different modules: Lexical similarity module, Morphological similarity module, Dependency similarity module and Semantic similarity module. Likewise, an Ngram similarity module has also been added in order to account for similarity between chunks in the hypothesis and reference segments. Each metric works first individually and the final score is the Fmean of the weighted combination of the Precision and Recall of each metric in order to get the results which best correlate with human assessment. This way, the different modules can be weighted depending on their importance regarding the type of evaluation (fluency or adequacy) and language evaluated. In addition, the modular design of this metric makes it suitable for all languages. Even those languages that do not have a wide range of NLP tools available could be evaluated, since each module can be used isolated or in combination. All metrics use a weighted precision and recall over the number of matches of the particular element of each level (words, dependency triples, ngrams, etc) as shown below.
Where r is the reference, h is the hypothesis and ∇ is a function that given a segment will return the elements of each level (e.g. words at lexical level and triples at dependency level). D is the set of different functions to project the level element into the features associated to each level, such as word-form, lemma or partiallemma at lexical level.
nmatch ()is a function that returns the number of matches according to the feature ∂ (i.e. the number of lexical matches at the lexical level or the number of dependency triples that match at the dependency level). Finally, W is the set of weights ]0 1] associated to each of the different features in a particular level in order to combine the different kinds of matches considered in that level.
All modules forming VERTa and the linguistic features used are described in detail in the following subsections.
Lexical module
Inspired by METEOR, the lexical module matches lexical items in the hypothesis segment to those in the reference segment taking into account several linguistic features. However, while METEOR uses word-form, synonymy, stemming and paraphrasing, VERTa relies on word-form, synonymy 1 , lemma, partial lemma 2 , hypernyms and hyponyms. In addition, a set of weights is assigned to each type of match depending on their importance as regards semantics (see Table  1 
Morphological similarity module
The morphological similarity module is based on the matches established in the lexical module (except for the partial-lemma match) in combination with Part-of-Speech (PoS) tags from the annotated corpus 3 . The aim of this module is to compensate the broader coverage of the lexical module, preventing matches such as invites and invite, which although similar in terms of meaning, do not coincide as for their morphological information. Therefore, this module turns more appropriate to assess the fluency of a segment rather than its adequacy. In addition, this module will be particularly useful when evaluating languages with a richer inflectional morphology (i.e. Romance languages).
In line with the lexical similarity metric, the morphological similarity metric establishes matches between items in the hypothesis and the reference sentence and a set of weights (W) 
Dependency similarity module
The dependency similarity metric helps in capturing similarities between semantically comparable expressions that show a different syntactic structure (see Example 1), as well as changes in word order (see Example 2). In the hypothesis it is located at the beginning of the sentence, preceding the subject Haniya, whereas in the reference, it is placed after the verb. By means of dependencies, we can state that although located differently inside the sentence, both subject and adjunct depend on the verb. This module works at sentence level and follows the approach used by (Owczarzack et al., 2007a and 2007b) and (He et al., 2010) with some linguistic additions in order to adapt it to our metric combination. Similar to the morphological module, the dependency similarity metric also relies first on those matches established at lexical level − word-form, synonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy and lemma − in order to capture lexical variation across dependencies and avoid relying only on surface word-form. Then, by means of flat triples with the form Label(Head, Mod) obtained from the parser 4 , four different types of dependency matches have been designed (see Table 3 ) and weights have been assigned to each type of match. In addition, dependency categories also receive a different weight depending on how informative they are: dep, det and _ 5 which receive 0.5, whereas the rest of categories are assigned the maximum weight (1).
W
Finally, a set of language-dependent rules has been added with two goals: 1) capturing similarities between different syntactic structures con-4 Both hypothesis and reference strings are annotated with dependency relations by means of the Stanford parser (de Marneffe et al. 2006) . 5 _ stands for no_dep_label veying the same meaning; and 2) restricting certain dependency relations (i.e. subject word order when translating from Arabic to English).
Ngram similarity module
The ngram similarity metric matches chunks in the hypothesis and reference segments and relies on the matches set by the lexical similarity metric, which allows us to work not only with wordforms but also with synonyms, lemmas, partiallemmas, hypernyms and hyponyms as shown in Example 3, where the chunks [the situation in the area] and [the situation in the region] do match, even though area and region do not share the same word-form but a relation of synonymy. 
Semantics similarity module
As confirmed by the lexical module, semantics plays an important role in the evaluation of adequacy. This has also been claimed by (Lo and Wu, 2010) who report that their metric based on semantic roles outperforms other well-known metrics when adequacy is assessed. With this aim in mind the semantic similarity module uses other semantic features at sentence level: NEs, time expressions and polarity.
Regarding NEs, we use Named-Entity recognition (NER) and Named-Entity linking (NEL). Following previous NE-based metrics (Reeder et al., 2011 and Giménez, 2008 ) the NER metric 6 aims at capturing similarities between NEs in the hypothesis and reference segments. On the other hand NEL 7 focuses only on those NEs that appear on Wikipedia, which allows for linking NEs regardless of their external form. Thus, EU and European Union will be captured as the same NE, since both of them are considered as the same organisation in Wikipedia.
As regards time expressions, the TIMEX metric matches temporal expressions in the hypothesis and reference segments regardless of their form. The tool used is the Stanford Temporal Tagger (Chang and Manning, 2012 ) which recognizes not only points in time but also duration. By means of this metric, different syntactic structures conveying the same time expression can be matched, such as on February 3 rd and on the third of February.
Finally, it has been reported that negation might pose a problem to SMT systems (Wetzel and Bond, 2012) . In order to answer such need, a module that checks the polarity of the sentence has been added using the dictionary strategy described :
Adding 0.5 for each weak positive word. Adding 1.0 for each strong positive word. Subtracting 0.5 for each weak negative word. Subtracting 1.0 for each strong negative word. For each query term score, the value is propagated to the query term positions by reducing its strength in a factor of 1/n, where n is the distance between the query term and the polar term.
According to the experiments performed, this module shows a low correlation with human judgements on adequacy, since only partial aspects of translation are considered, whereas human judges assess whole segments. However, regardless of how well/bad the module correlates with human judgements, it proves useful to check partial aspects of the segments translated, such as the correct translation of NEs or the correct translation of negation.
Metrics combination
The modular design of VERTa allows for providing different weights to each module depending on the type of evaluation and the language evaluated. Thus following linguistic criteria when evaluating adequacy, those modules which must play a key role are the lexical and dependency module, since they are more related to semantics; whereas, when evaluating fluency those related to morphology, morphosyntax and constituent word order will be the most important. Moreover, metrics can also be combined depending on the type of language evaluated. If a language with a rich inflectional morphology is assessed, the morphology module should be given a higher weight; whereas if the language evaluated does not show such a rich inflectional morphology, the weight of the morphology module should be lower.
Experiments and results
Experiments were carried out on WMT data, specifically on WMT12 and WMT13 data, all languages into English. Languages "all" include French, German, Spanish and Czech for WMT12 and French, German, Spanish, Czech and Russian for WMT13. Both segment and system level evaluations were performed. Evaluation sets provided by WMT organizers were used to calculate both segment and system level correlations.
Since VERTa has been mainly designed to assess either adequacy or fluency separately, our goal for WMT14 was to find the best combination in order to evaluate whole translation quality. Firstly we decided to explore the influence of each module separately. To this aim, all modules described above, except for the semantics one were used and tested separately. Secondly, all modules were assigned the same weight and tested in combination (VERTa-EQ). The reason why the semantics module was disregarded is that it does not usually correlate well with human judgements, as stated above. Each module was set as follows: Lexical module. As described above, except for the use of hypernyms/hyponyms matches that were disregarded. Morphological module. As described above, except for the lemma-PoS match and the hypernyms/hyponyms-PoS match. Dependency module. As described above. Ngram module. As described above, using a 2-gram length.
Finally, we used the module combination aimed at evaluating adequacy, which is mainly based on the dependency and lexical modules, but with a stronger influence of the ngram module in order to control word order (VERTa-W). Weights were manually assigned, based on results obtained in previous experiments conducted for adequacy and fluency (Comelles et al., 2012) Experiments aimed at evaluating the influence of each module (see Table 4 and Table 5) show that the dependency module, in the case of WMT12 data, and the lexical module in the case of WMT13 data, are the most effective ones. However, the influence of the ngram module and the morphological module varies depending on the source language. The fact that the dependency module correlates better with human judgements than others might be due to its flexibility to capture different syntactic constructions that convey the same meaning. In addition, the good performance of the lexical module is due to the use of lexical semantic relations. On the other hand, in general the morphological module shows a better performance than the ngram one, which might be due to the type of source languages and the possible translation mistakes. All source languages are highly-inflected languages and this might cause problems when translating into English, since its inflectional morphology is not as rich as theirs. As for the low performance of the ngram module in the cs-en (especially, in WMT12 data), it might be due to the fact that Czech word order is unrestricted, whereas English shows a stricter word order and this might cause translation issues. A longer ngram distance might have been more appropriate to control word order in this case. Finally, two versions of VERTa were compared: the unweighted combination (VERTa-EQ) and the weighted one (VERTa-W). These two versions were also compared to some of the best performing metrics in WMT12 (see Table 6 and Table 7 ) and WMT13 (see Table 8 and Table 9 ): Spede07-pP, METEOR, SEMPOR and AMBER (Callison-Burch et al., 2012) ; SIMPBLEU-RECALL, METEOR and DEPREF-ALIGN 8 ). As regards WMT12 data at segment level, the unweighted version achieves similar results to those obtained by the best performing metrics. On the other hand, VERTa-W's results are slightly worse, especially for fr-en and es-en pairs, which is due to the fact that the morphological module has been disregarded in this ver-sion. Regarding system level correlation, neither VERTa-EQ nor VERTa-W achieves a high correlation with human judgements. Table 7 . System-level Spearman's rho correlation WMT12.
As for segment level WMT13 results (see Table 8), although both VERTa-EQ and VERTa-W's performance is worse than that of the two best-performing metrics, both versions achieve a third and fourth position for all language pairs, except for fr-en. As regards system level correlations (see Table 9 ), both versions of VERTa show the best performance for de-en and ru-en pairs, as well as for the average score.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented VERTa, a linguistically-based MT metric. VERTa allows for modular combination depending on the language and type of evaluation conducted. Although VERTa has been designed to evaluate adequacy and fluency separately, in order to evaluate whole MT quality, a couple of versions have been used: VERTa-EQ, an unweighted version that uses all modules, and VERTa-W a weighted version that uses the lexical, dependency and ngram modules. Experiments have shown that the modules that best correlate with human judgements are the dependency and lexical modules. In addition, both VERTa-EQ and VERTa-W have been compared to the best performing metrics in WMT12 and WMT13 shared tasks. VERTa-EQ has proved to be in line with results obtained by Spede07-pP and METEOR in WMT12 at segment level, while in WMT13, both VERTa and VERTa-W occupy the third and fourth position after METEOR and DEPREF-ALIGN as regards segment level and the first position at system level.
In the future, we plan to continue working on the improvement of VERTa and use automatic tuning of module's weight in order to achieve the final version that best correlates with human judgements on ranking. Likewise, we would like to explore the use of VERTa to evaluate other languages but English and how NLP tool errors may influence the performance of the metric.
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